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Abstract. This paper investigates quantum diffusion of matter waves in two-dimensional random poten-
tials, focussing on expanding Bose-Einstein condensates in spatially correlated optical speckle potentials.
Special care is taken to describe the effect of dephasing, finite system size, and an initial momentum dis-
tribution. We derive general expressions for the interference-renormalized diffusion constant, the disorder-
averaged probability density distribution, the variance of the expanding atomic cloud, and the localized
fraction of atoms. These quantities are studied in detail for the special case of an inverted-parabola momen-
tum distribution as obtained from an expanding condensate in the Thomas-Fermi regime. Lastly, we derive
quantitative criteria for the unambiguous observation of localization effects in a possible 2D experiment.
PACS. 03.75.Kk Dynamic properties of condensates; collective and hydrodynamic excitations, superfluid
flow – 42.25.Dd Wave propagation in random media – 72.15.Rn Localization effects (Anderson or weak
localization)
1 Introduction
In recent years an increasing number of theoretical and
experimental studies discussed the transport of ultra-cold
atoms and Bose-Einstein condensates in the presence of
disorder [1] (and references therein). One emblematic phe-
nomenon in the field is the celebrated Anderson local-
ization phenomenon, a disorder-induced metal-insulator
transition observed in the absence of inter-particle inter-
actions [2,3,4]. Recently two papers have reported exper-
imental evidence for exponential spatial localization of
matter waves using dilute Bose-Einstein condensates in
a 1D optical speckle potential [5] and in a quasi-periodic
optical lattice [6]. These results call for investigations in
higher dimensions as it is known that transport in disor-
dered 1D and 2D potentials always occurs in the localized
regime whereas in 3D there is a transition [7].
In two preceding articles [8,9] we presented a theoret-
ical description for the quantum diffusion of monochro-
matic non-interacting ultra-cold atoms in 2D and 3D dis-
ordered optical potentials. In real experiments, a crucial
question in this context is the influence of a finite initial
momentum distribution of the atoms, together with the
limits imposed by dephasing processes, like spontaneous
emission, and boundaries. These questions are addressed
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in the present paper, focussing on the case of 2D optical
speckle potentials. Coherent diffusive transport of non-
interacting matter waves is studied for any initial Wigner
phase-space distribution within the framework of the self-
consistent theory of localization [9,10,11]. Within this for-
malism, we then analyze the influence of dephasing pro-
cesses and of boundaries. The expected diffusion constant
is calculated, both for the momentum distribution of an
interaction-driven expansion of a Bose-Einstein conden-
sate [12] and a Gaussian momentum distribution [13]. Fi-
nally, we derive criteria for the experimental observation
of Anderson localization in 2D correlated speckle poten-
tials.
The paper is structured as follows: we first recall in
section 2 some basics about propagation in disordered sys-
tems and calculate the expected probability density distri-
bution and the variance of the expanding cloud. As a first
application, we discuss the case of phase-incoherent, clas-
sical diffusion in section 3. Section 4 considers coherent
corrections to transport, viz., weak and strong localiza-
tion. We calculate the diffusion constant self-consistently
at finite frequency. In the stationary limit, this leads to
the shape of the localized density distribution and the rel-
evant localization length. In section 5, we incorporate the
effect of dephasing by spontaneous emission into the for-
malism, and derive criteria for the effective threshold sep-
arating the diffusive from the (almost) localized regime,
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where only very slow residual diffusion occurs. Sections 6
and 7 are devoted to the implications of finite system size
and experimental realizability.
2 Transport in disordered systems
In this paper we describe the dynamics of non-interacting
cold atomic gases evolving in static two-dimensional ran-
dom potentials V (r). If interaction plays no role, a one-
body description of the atomic dynamics is justified. The
quantum dynamics is then described by the Hamiltonian
H =
p2
2m
+ V (r), (1)
where V (r) describes the potential fluctuations around its
average value, which we choose to be the origin of ener-
gies. In a single realization of the disorder, an initial plane
wave k with kinetic energy Ek = ~
2k2/(2m) will be ran-
domly scattered by the potential fluctuations to all other
accessible states. As a consequence, only statistical quan-
tities obtained by configuration average over the disorder
realizations can reveal generic transport properties. In the
following, configuration averages will be denoted by (. . .),
and as a first property of the disorder potential, V (r) = 0.
2.1 Spatial potential correlations
Experimentally, random potentials V (r) can be realized
as optical speckle potentials generated by monochromatic
illumination and imaging of an appropriate diffusing plate
[14]. In the regime of parameters that we will explore, the
pair correlation V (r+ r′)V (r′) is the only ingredient one
needs to calculate relevant microscopic quantities charac-
terizing the atomic dynamics [9]. The potential fluctua-
tions are then characterized by the pair correlation
V (r+ r′)V (r′) = V 2C(r/ζ) (2)
that depends only on the modulus r = |r| when translation
and rotation invariance is restored on average. The spa-
tial correlation function C(ρ = r/ζ) decays from C(0) = 1
to zero over a characteristic spatial scale ζ. In the case
of an optical speckle potential this correlation length
ζopt = (αkL)
−1 is set by the wavelength λL = 2π/kL of the
monochromatic laser field and by the numerical aperture
α of the imaging system (in current experiments α ∼ 0.3).
A 2D optical speckle potential created from a circular
diffusive plate is described by [9,15]
Copt(ρ) = (2J1(ρ)/ρ)
2 (3)
where J1(ρ) is the Bessel function of order 1. Its 2D Fourier
transform P (κ) =
∫
dρ e−iκ·ρC(ρ), also known as the fluc-
tuation power spectrum, is given by
Popt(κ) = 8
[
arccos κ2 − κ2
√
1− (κ2 )2
]
Θ(2 − κ). (4)
The slow algebraic decay of the real-space correlations (as
ρ−3) implies that their Fourier transform is non-analytic
at κ = 0: Popt(κ) = 4π − 4|κ|+O(κ2). Also the fact that
the power spectrum has finite support in k-space has im-
portant consequences for the localization of matter waves
in a 1D geometry, allowing for the crossover from exponen-
tial to effectively algebraic localization in position space
[5,12].
Potential correlations are also often described (or ap-
proximated) by a Gaussian correlator, such as in [16], be-
cause it is easily implemented in the numerics and leads
to somewhat simpler analytical calculations:
Cgauss(ρ) = exp
(−ρ2/2) , (5a)
Pgauss(κ) = (2π)
d/2 exp
(−κ2/2) . (5b)
If one wishes to match the small-r expansion of the 2D
optical speckle (3) one must choose ζgauss =
√
2ζopt. The
power spectrum (5b) decays as a Gaussian, which is often
a qualitatively good approximation to the finite support
of the true optical speckle spectrum (4).
If only the behavior at very low momenta κ = kζ ≪ 1
is of interest, the detailed structure of the correlation func-
tion is unimportant, and a good and simple approxima-
tion is provided by P (κ) ≈ P (0) where Popt(0) = 4π and
Pgauss(0) = (2π)
d/2. This in turn corresponds to an effec-
tively δ-correlated position-space correlator
V (r+ r′)V (r′) = V 2P (0)ζdδ(r). (6)
2.2 Weak disorder regime
The correlation length ζ defines a correlation energy
Eζ =
~
2
mζ2
(7)
and its associated time scale τζ = ~/Eζ = mζ
2/~. The
matter wave dynamics is then driven by three different
energy scales: the kinetic energy Ek, the strength V of
potential fluctuations, and the correlation energy Eζ .
The impact of potential fluctuations on the atomic dy-
namics is simply estimated by the magnitude V τ/~ of the
random phase kick experienced by an atom travelling over
the distance ζ = vτ at velocity v = ~k/m through po-
tential fluctuations of strength V . As shown in [9], the
weak-scattering regime is realized if
V τ
~
=
√
E∆
2Ek
=
η
kζ
≪ 1. (8)
Throughout the paper, we will use
η =
V
Eζ
(9)
as a measure for the potential fluctuation strength. Con-
dition (8) shows that the weak-disorder regime is realized
if the kinetic energy Ek is sufficiently above the important
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energy scale E∆ = V
2/Eζ . In 3D, this is essentially the
mobility edge separating extended states with Ek > E∆
from localized ones with Ek < E∆ [9].
Even within the weak scattering regime Ek ≫ E∆ one
may still be able to probe the low-energy or δ-correlated
potential regime Ek ≪ Eζ provided the following energy
hierarchy holds: E∆ ≪ Ek ≪ Eζ . This requires very weak
potential fluctuations V ≪ Eζ or equivalently η ≪ 1.
In the weak-scattering regime the atoms experience
thus many random phase kicks of small amplitude in the
course of time, which repeatedly alter their wave function.
These phase kicks are the seeds of a diffusive behavior for
the average probability density that will be calculated in
the following.
2.3 Phase-space dynamics
The ensemble-averaged atomic dynamics in a d-
dimensional potential is fully described by the average
Wigner distribution [17]:
Wt(r,k) =
∫
dr′ e−ik·r
′
〈
r+ r
′
2 |̺(t)|r− r
′
2
〉
(10)
where ̺(t) = U(t) ̺0 U †(t) is the one-particle average den-
sity operator. Here ̺0 denotes the initial atomic density
operator and U(t) = Θ(t) exp{−iHt/~} is the forward-
time evolution operator for the Hamiltonian (1), Θ being
the Heaviside step function. From this Wigner function
one can extract the marginals p(r, t) (spatial distribution
at time t) and π(k, t) (momentum distribution at time t)
according to:
p(r, t) =
∫
dk
(2π)d
Wt(r,k), π(k, t) =
∫
dr Wt(r,k).
(11)
The normalization of these marginals is∫
dk
(2π)d
π(k, t) =
∫
dr p(r, t) = 1, (12)
which means that the Wigner distribution Wt is normal-
ized as ∫
drdk
(2π)d
Wt(r,k) = 1. (13)
Rewriting the integrand of (10) by separating the ini-
tial Wigner distribution W0 gives Wt in the form
Wt(r,k) =
∫
dr′dk′
(2π)d
Gt(r,k; r
′,k′)W0(r
′,k′) (14)
with a rather transparent physical meaning: starting from
the point (r′,k′) at time t = 0, the initial quasi-probability
W0 is propagated in phase space with Gt to give Wt. The
phase-space propagation kernel Gt thus encapsulates the
relevant quantum dynamics and reads:
Gt =
∫
dr1dr2 e
−i(k·r1−k
′·r2) Lt(r, r′, r1, r2) (15a)
Lt = Kt(r+ r12 , r′ + r22 )K∗t (r− r12 , r′ − r22 ). (15b)
Here the quantum propagator Kt(r1, r2) = 〈r1|U(t)|r2〉 is
the probability amplitude to end up at point r1 at time
t when starting at point r2 at time t = 0. In Feynman’s
path description,Kt is expressed as a sum over all possible
paths connecting r2 and r1. This assures that Gt indeed
contains the non-local quantum interference that affects
the density dynamics in phase space. It can be readily
checked that Gt satisfies:
lim
t→0
Gt(r,k; r
′,k′) = (2π)d δ(r− r′) δ(k − k′) (16a)∫
drdk
(2π)d
Gt(r,k; r
′,k′) = 1, (16b)
where the latter merely expresses, as it should, conserva-
tion of the total density.
2.4 Disorder-averaged probability density
Using the previous results, it is easy to show that the
average number density distribution is given by
p(r, t) =
∫
dr′dk′
(2π)d
Ft(r− r′,k′)W0(r′,k′), (17)
with a spatial propagation kernel given by
Ft(r− r′,k′) =
∫
dk
(2π)d
Gt(r,k; r
′,k′). (18)
Taking advantage of the translation invariance, one can
develop the intensity kernel into its Fourier components
at fixed momentum k,
Φ(ω,q,k) =
∫
drdt ei(ωt−q·r) Ft(r,k). (19)
Probability conservation and linear response theory [9] im-
ply that for long times and distances, i.e., small ω and q,
the kernel takes the diffusive form
Φ(ω,q,k) =
1
−iω +D(ω,k) q2 (20)
featuring the ω-dependent diffusion constant D(ω,k) that
can be calculated microscopically by quantum transport
theory [9,18]. In this paper, we only consider situations
where the disorder average restores translational and ro-
tational symmetry, as exemplified by the potential corre-
lator (2). This assumption implies in particular that the
diffusion constant D(ω,k) must be a scalar and can only
depend on |k| = k. Before turning to the microscopic the-
ory, we first explore which are the observable consequences
of the diffusive form (20) in transport experiments with
cold atoms.
2.5 Variance of the expanding cloud
The position variance of the expanding cloud of cold atoms
in the speckle potential gives direct access to the diffusion
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constant. Indeed, the variance of the expanding cloud is
defined by ∆r2 =
〈
r2
〉−〈r〉2 where 〈...〉 denotes the aver-
age with respect to p(r, t). Using (17), (19), and (20) one
finds:
∆r2(t) = ∆r20 − 2d
∫
dω
2π
D(ω)
(ω + i0)2
e−iωt (21)
where ∆r20 is the initial variance of the atomic cloud. The
notation ω + i0 indicates that the integration over fre-
quency has to circumvent the pole at ω = 0 from above
in order to describe forward-time propagation. Here, the
effective diffusion constant
D(ω) = 〈D(ω, k)〉π0 =
∫
dk
(2π)d
π0(k)D(ω, k) (22)
is the k-dependent diffusion constant averaged over the
initial momentum distribution π0(k).
2.6 Interaction-driven momentum distribution
We wish to calculate the average diffusion constant D(ω)
using the momentum distribution of an expanding Bose-
Einstein condensate (BEC) released from an isotropic har-
monic trapping potential with frequency Ω. Initially, the
interacting condensate with chemical potential µ≫ ~Ω is
trapped in a Thomas-Fermi parabola with radius R de-
termined by µ = 12mΩ
2R2. When the harmonic trap is
switched off, the expansion occurs in two steps. For small
times Ωt≪ 1, the repulsive interactions drive the expan-
sion and the condensate acquires a dynamical phase. For
long times Ωt ≫ 1, the density drops so much that the
expansion becomes free and the condensate wavefunction
takes the form [19]
φ(r, t) ∝
√
1− z2 Θ(1 − z) exp(iuz2), (23)
with z = r/(
√
2RΩt) and u = 2µt/~. Since Ωt ≫ 1 and
µ/(~Ω) ≫ 1, one can use a stationary-phase approxima-
tion with u≫ 1 to calculate the Fourier transform to the
momentum domain, which is stationary:
φ˜(k) ∝
√
1− (kξ)2Θ(1 − kξ). (24)
Here, ξ = ~/
√
4mµ is the healing length defined such that
µ = ~2/4mξ2. Hence, the normalized momentum distri-
bution π0(k) = |φ˜(k)|2 is given by
π0(k) =
(2πξ)d
Sd
d(d+ 2)
2
(1− (kξ)2)Θ(1 − kξ) (25)
where Sd denotes the surface of the (d − 1)-dimensional
unit sphere (S1 = 2, S2 = 2π, S3 = 4π). This distribution
has again the form of an inverted parabola with an upper
cut-off kmax = 1/ξ [12].
When the asymptotic regime of free expansion is
reached, the speckle potential is switched on. The distribu-
tion π0(k) then constitutes the initial momentum distribu-
tion for the evolution of the condensate in the disordered
potential.
3 Classical transport: the Boltzmann picture
In order to put the above results to work, let us first
calculate the dynamics of particles in a disordered po-
tential if all interference effects can be neglected. This is
the realm of classical transport theory, whose origins date
back to the Drude-Boltzmann theory of metals, more than
one century ago [18,20,21], and that was later adapted
to light propagation through interstellar atmospheres (ra-
diative transfer theory) [22]. The basic physical ingredi-
ents of this description are (i) first to assume that any
possible interference effects are washed out under disor-
der average (random-phase assumption) and (ii) second
to devise a detailed-balance analysis of energy transfer
in phase space (scattering, absorption, sources, etc). This
powerful description leads to a physically very simple and
appealing picture: sufficiently far from the boundaries and
in the hydrodynamic regime of long times and large dis-
tances, transport is described by diffusion. Note that the
description of transport in terms of a Boltzmann equation
as such—and by its diffusive limit at long time and large
distances—is not restricted to the weak scattering limit
established in section 2.2 above. However, it is in the weak-
scattering regime that macroscopic quantities can be eas-
ily computed from the microscopic ones as will be shown
in the following.
3.1 Boltzmann transport mean free path
When all interference corrections to the intensity kernel
can be neglected (see section 5 below for a more detailed
derivation) one finds a finite diffusion constant in the sta-
tionary limit of frequency ω → 0 given by [9]
DB(k) =
~
md
kℓB(k) =
vℓB
d
=
ℓ2B
τB
(26)
Note that this expression formally remains valid beyond
the weak scattering limit, provided the full dispersion re-
lation (instead of the free-particle expression v = ~k/m)
is used for the average velocity. The Boltzmann transport
mean-free path ℓB is the characteristic spatial scale beyond
which memory of the initial direction is lost. It thus iden-
tifies with the average step of the random walk induced
by the scattering processes. This classical transport mean-
free path can be calculated both from the microscopic the-
ory [9] and from a detailed-balance Ansatz, by an angular
integral over the differential cross section of a single scat-
tering event, weighted by the scattering anisotropy factor
(1− cos θ):
1
kℓB
=
η2
κ4−d
∫
dΩd
(2π)d−1
(1− cos θ)P (2κ sin(θ/2)) . (27)
Here κ = kζ, dΩ2 = dθ in 2D (integration range from 0 to
2π) and dΩ3 = 2π sin θ dθ in 3D (integration range from
0 to π).
In the weak-scattering regime, the elastic scattering
mean-free path ℓs is given by expression (27) with the
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anisotropy factor replaced by 1. For the correlated poten-
tials considered here (either the speckle or the Gaussian
one), ℓB is larger than ℓs, the two being asymptotically
equal in the low-energy limit where scattering is isotropic.
An analytic expression for ℓB is available in the small-
and large-momentum limit [9] for the 2D optical speckle
correlator (3) where ζ = ζopt:
kℓB = kℓs ≈ (kζ)
2
4πη2
, kζ ≪ 1, (28a)
kℓB =
15
4
(kζ)2 kℓs ≈ 45π(kζ)
5
128η2
, kζ ≫ 1. (28b)
For the Gaussian correlation (5b) with ζ = ζgauss, one
finds in 2D an analytical result valid for all momenta k,
1
kℓB
=
2πη2
k2ζ2
e−k
2ζ2
[
I0(k
2ζ2)− I1(k2ζ2)
]
, (29)
where Iν is the modified Bessel function. This result has
also been derived in [23] in a different context. In the low-
energy limit kζ ≪ 1 both optical speckle and Gaussian
correlations result in the same expression
1
kℓB
=
P (0)η2
k2ζ2
=
P (0)E∆
2Ek
, (30)
just as substituting P (2κ sin(θ/2)) ≈ P (0) in (27) would
have given. Hence kℓB ≫ 1 in the weak-disorder regime
Ek ≫ E∆.
On the high-momentum side, it is important to note
that contrary to the 1D case [5,12], in 2D the transport
mean-free path ℓB(k) is finite for all k-values, even though
the potential correlator may have finite support, because
even fast atoms can be deflected ever so slightly by a
smooth random potential.
3.2 The Diffuson kernel
With the frequency-independent diffusion constant
DB(k), the intensity propagation kernel is easily calcu-
lated from (19) and (20) and reads
FB(r, k, t) = (4πDB(k)t)
−d/2 exp[−r2/(4DB(k)t)]. (31)
This Boltzmann kernel, known as the diffuson [21], obeys
the diffusion equation:
∂tFB −DB∇2FB = δ(r)δ(t). (32)
The diffuson obviously fulfills probability conservation. In-
terestingly enough, it also boils down to δ(r) when t→ 0
even though its expression is in principle only valid at
large enough times. The range of validity of this diffu-
sive description is then expressed as r ≫ ℓB and t ≫ τB
in terms of the Boltzmann transport time τB = ℓ
2
B/DB.
With the interaction-driven momentum distibution (24),
this will occur for the whole distribution as soon as
4µt
~d
≫ kmaxℓB , r
ξ
≫ kmaxℓmax (33)
where ℓmax = ℓB(kmax = 1/ξ).
Since diffusion in phase space occurs with a
momentum-dependent diffusion constant, the average
probability density p(r, t) itself does not obey a diffusion
equation. But going back to (17), we note that for times
large enough, the spatial width of the diffuson will always
be much larger than the spatial width of W0. This implies
that, in the long-time limit, the probability density is well
approximated by the momentum-distribution average
p(r, t) ≈ 〈FB(r, k, t)〉π0 . (34)
Finally, with the frequency-independent diffusion con-
stant DB(k), one finds that the variance (21) of the ex-
panding cloud increases as expected linearly in time,
∆r2(t) = ∆r20 + 2dDBt, (35)
with the momentum-averaged diffusion constant analo-
gous to (22),
DB = 〈DB(k)〉π0 . (36)
This average over the inverted-parabola distribution (25).
can be easily evaluated numerically for any of the mean-
free paths (27)-(30) above. An analytical result is available
in the low-energy limit:
DB = DB(kmax)
3
=
1
3
~
2m
2Emax
P (0)E∆
(37)
where Emax = 2µ in terms of the initial chemical poten-
tial. This is a good approximation only if the momentum
dispersion is so small that kmaxζ = ζ/ξ ≪ 1, i.e., in the
limit where already the initial condensate is weakly inter-
acting.
4 Coherent transport and localization
The ensemble average over static disorder alone cannot
wipe out interference effects, and Boltzmann’s description
does not adequately describe phase-coherent propagation.
Indeed, the constructive interference between amplitudes
counter-propagating along loop-like paths survives the dis-
order average and increases the particle’s probability to
return to its starting point. This increased tendency to
stay behind translates into a reduced diffusion constant,
an effect called weak localization (WL) [18,21,24]. Under
suitable conditions, this can even completely inhibit diffu-
sion, a phenomenon known as strong (or Anderson) local-
ization (SL). It is rigorously proven that transport in 1D
bulk samples is always suppressed by strong localization,
and on the basis of the single-parameter scaling theory
this remains valid also in 2D, whereas in 3D localization
occurs only when kℓB . 1 (Ioffe-Regel criterion); further
details can be found in the recommendable review [3].
4.1 “Loop-renormalized” diffusion constant
Phase-coherent bulk transport in the weak localization
regime kℓB ≫ 1 can be described by a diagrammatic
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perturbation theory, developped by Vollhardt and Wo¨lfle
[10,18]. When weak-localization interference effects are
self-consistently taken into account, the Boltzmann diffu-
sion constant DB(k) is renormalized into an interference-
reduced diffusion constant D(ω, k) solving
1
D(ω, k)
=
1
DB(k)
+
Ad(k)
DB(k)
C(ω, k) (38)
where Ad(k) = (2π)
d
~/(mπSdk
d−2). This formula fea-
tures the “return probability” C(ω, k), given by
C(ω, k) =
∫
dq
(2π)d
1
−iω +D(ω, k) q2 (39)
in the diffusive regime. A mean-field like, self-consistent
description is obtained because the corrected diffusion
constantD(ω, k) enters the diffusive propagator under the
integral. The implicit equation for D(ω, k) can be conve-
niently rewritten as
DB(k) = D(ω, k) +
~
πmkd−2
∫
qd−1dq
q2 − iω/D(ω, k) . (40)
In our previous articles [8,9], we have studied directly the
stationary regime at ω = 0. Presently, we will explore
the consequences of the finite-frequency approach, which
turns out to be quite powerful.
The formal integral for the return probability (40) may
present divergencies, either infrared (for small q) or ultra-
violet (for large q), that have to be regularized by suitable
cutoffs. Working at finite frequency ω has the advantage
that the integral stays finite as q → 0, so there is no need
for introducing a special infrared cutoff.
However, the return probability in 2D displays a log-
arithmic ultraviolet divergence (q → ∞). We regularize
it by introducing an appropriate upper bound qmax, de-
fined as the minimal distance beyond which interference
can play a role. Since the return probability is evaluated
in the diffusive regime, we have chosen this minimal dis-
tance to be the Boltzmann transport mean free path and
accordingly imposed 1/ℓB as the upper bound. Please note
that there is no need to dress also this ultraviolet cutoff
by localization corrections: during the short time required
to scatter through small loops, corresponding to ω ≈ τ−1B ,
the interference corrections will be shown to be negligible
just below.
4.2 Weak and strong localization in 2D
Solving now (40) for d = 2, we obtain the functional de-
pendence of X = D(ω, k)/DB(k) on ω at fixed k through
the implicit equation [25]:
−iωτB = X
exp[πkℓB(1 −X)]− 1 . (41)
In the weakly disordered regime kℓB ≫ 1, it is advisable
to rewrite this transcendental equation as
X = 1− 1
πkℓB
log
[
1− X
iωτB
]
, (42)
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Fig. 1. Scattering mean free path ℓs, Boltzmann transport
mean free path ℓB [eq. (27)] and localization length ξloc
[eq. (44)] as a function of the atomic wave vector k, all mea-
sured in units of the correlation length ζ = ζopt of a 2D speckle
potential. The disorder strength is η = V/Eζ = 0.2. Note the
extremely rapid increase of the localization length, a charac-
teristic feature of 2D localization.
which gives as perturbative solution the celebrated weak-
localization correction [26,27]
DWL(ω, k)
DB(k)
= 1− 1
πkℓB
log
[
1− 1
iωτB
]
. (43)
In the frequency range ωτB ≈ 1 of small diffusive loops,
this correction is negligible. This means that the diffusion
of a particle starts off with a classical Boltzmann random
walk and is consistent with the choice of the unrenormal-
ized ultraviolett cutoff qmax = 1/ℓB discussed in the pre-
vious subsection.
At intermediate times ωτB ≪ 1 the weak localization
corrections described by (43) kick in. This expression is
valid as long as the correction is not too large, i.e., for
ωτB > (ℓB/ξloc)
2 in terms of the new (and important)
spatial scale
ξloc(k) = ℓB(k)
√
exp[πkℓB(k)]− 1 ≈ ℓBeπkℓB/2 (44)
whose significance will become clearer in a moment. For
even smaller frequencies ωτB ≪ (ℓB/ξloc)2 the solution of
(41) crosses over to the asymptotic behaviour
D(ω, k) ≈ −iωξ2loc(k). (45)
This linear dependence on frequency with
limω→0D(ω, k) = 0 implies that the diffusion stops
in the long-time limit. The intensity propagation kernel
(19) calculated with the asymptotic solution (45) is
stationary:
F∞(r, k) =
∫
dq
(2π)2
eiq·r
1 + q2ξ2loc
=
K0(r/ξloc)
2πξ2loc
(46)
where K0 is a modified Bessel function [28]. The asymp-
totics for large distances K0(x) =
√
π/2x e−x shows an
exponential decay, and we see that ξloc(k) is the localiza-
tion length.
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Fig. 2. Solid black line: stationary spatial probability density
(47) of a BEC wavepacket initially in the Thomas-Fermi regime
at disorder strength η = 0.2 and kmaxζ = 0.65. Note the loga-
rithmic scale and the fact that most of the wavepacket remains
well localized near the initial position, an effect of the small-k-
components of the wavepacket. Only in the far tails where the
density is extremely low one observes exponential localization
with localization length ξloc(kmax) ≈ 48µm. The full shape
of the wavepacket is well described by exp[−r/ξloc(kmax)]/r
5/2
(red circles).
As noted in section 3.1 above, in 2D the transport
mean-free path ℓB(k) is finite for all k-values. Conse-
quently, the localization length ξloc(k) as given by (44)
is also finite, and there is exponential localization for all
k-components in the initial momentum distribution π0(k).
This implies that a wavepacket will follow a diffusive be-
haviour at short time, but the dynamics will slow down
and finally freeze. The resulting stationary probability dis-
tribution depends on the initial state. Provided that the
initial spatial size of the wavepacket is small compared to
the effective width ∆r(k) ≡ ξloc(k) of the propagation ker-
nel (for the k values populated in the initial wavepacket),
the limit distribution reads
lim
t→∞
p(r, t) ≈
〈
K0(r/ξloc(k))
2πξ2loc(k)
〉
π0
. (47)
This final density distribution is shown in fig. 2 for the typ-
ical values η = 0.2 and kmaxζ = 0.65 used throughout this
paper. Obviously, the shape near the center is not purely
exponential. Only quite far in the tails is the wavepacket
component at kmax dominant, leading to exponential lo-
calization with localization length ξloc(kmax) ≈ 48µm.
Except very close to the origin, the density distribu-
tion is quite well described by exp[−r/ξloc(kmax)]/r5/2
as obtained by using the asymptotic behaviour of K0 in
eq. (47).
This behaviour in 2D can be compared to other di-
mensions. In 1D, and still within the Born approxi-
mation, two regimes have to be distinguished. In case
the highest momentum lies still inside the support of
the speckle two-point correlator, all k-components are
exponentially localized, and an asymptotic behaviour
exp(−|z|/ξloc(kmax))/|z|7/2 is predicted [12]. In case the
highest momenta are beyond the support of the two-point
correlation, then a regime can be reached with an effective
algebraic density decay as |z|−2; these predictions have
been recently confirmed by experiments [5]. In 3D, aver-
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Fig. 3. Solid curve: localization length ξloc [eq. (44)] as a func-
tion of the atomic wave vector k for η = 0.2, both in units of
the 2D-speckle correlation length ζ. Dashed line: stationary
rms size ∆r/2 of the wavepacket [eq. (48)] resulting from the
expansion of an initial Thomas-Fermi wavepacket with max-
imum momentum kmax = k. As a result of the average, var-
ious shorter localization lengths contribute and the resulting
final size of the wavepacket is significantly smaller than in the
monochromatic case with the corresponding k = kmax. Note,
however, that both curves display a similar rapid increase with
k.
aging over the same momentum distribution leads to a
|r|−4 algebraic decay, without any exponential envelope.
This is due to atoms with momenta close to the mobility
edge, at least for the limiting case of uncorrelated Gaus-
sian disorder [29]. Thus, only in two dimensions do we
have the favourable situation where the density profile al-
ways shows an exponential localization. This is because
the two dimensional localization length is always finite for
all k-components for correlated disorder even within the
Born approximation.
Solving next for the variance (21) we get:
lim
t→∞
∆r2(t) = ∆r20 + 2d
〈
ξ2loc(k)
〉
π0
(48)
When the initial dispersion ∆r20 can be neglected, the
spatial variance will be given by the momentum-average
of the squared localization length. This is the essence of
strong localization: Transport starts in the Boltzmann
regime and, as time increases, the diffusive dynamics gets
slowed down by interference effects. Finally the dynam-
ics freezes in the stationary limit and 2D transport al-
ways reaches the localized regime within a bulk system in
the absence of phase-breaking mechanisms. The time scale
for the complete crossover from the diffusive to the sta-
tionary localized distribution shown in Fig. 2 is given by
the localization time τloc(kmax) = ξ
2
loc(kmax)/DB(kmax)
for the fastest atoms with momentum kmax. Of course,
some components of the atomic cloud (the ones with lower
momenta) will localize earlier and on a shorter spatial
scale, resulting in a strongly peaked probability density,
see Fig. 2.
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5 Quantum diffusion with limited phase
coherence
Since 2D localization relies on interfering amplitudes over
loops of arbitrary size and since the bulk localization
length ξloc increases exponentially fast with kℓB, one must
imperatively discuss spatial or temporal factors limiting
the interference effects. An important limitation is due to
dephasing, and another obvious limitation is the finite size
of the sample. Within the framework established so far,
we are able to take into account both limitations. First we
consider a bulk system with dephasing, turning to limited
system size in the following section 6.
5.1 Dephasing processes
Perfect phase coherence is of course an idealization, and
in real systems interference effects are killed by dephasing
processes at some rate γφ = τ
−1
φ . This means that the
contribution of long diffusion loops to the interference-
renormalized diffusion constant is suppressed.
To incorporate dephasing processes in the self-consis-
tent theory, we implement the simple prescription ω 7→
ω+ i/τφ in (39). This replacement can be shown to be ex-
act within linear response theory for a rather large class
of different systems with microscopic dephasing sources,
such as electrons with spin-flip scattering by magnetic im-
purites or photons being scattered by atoms with a degen-
erate dipole transition [30]. Also mobile impurity atoms
in a two-species experiment can be a source of dephasing
randomness [31], and in the limiting case of slowly mov-
ing impurities an effective dephasing time is obtained that
leads to the same qualitative consequences as the above
substitution [32].
It is important to stress here that the intensity propa-
gation kernel (20) keeps unchanged under dephasing, i.e.,
there ω is not to be shifted by i/τφ. This fact outlines an
important difference between dephasing processes and ab-
sorption. Dephasing kills interference, hereby affecting the
self-consistent diffusion constant given by (40), but con-
serves particle number. Uniform absorption would cause
particle losses at some constant rate γa = τ
−1
a . It would
not affect the relative phase between interfering ampli-
tudes, but would damp their contribution as the loop size
increases, thereby hindering the cumulative strength of
interference effects. In the present paper, we consider con-
servative dynamics and therefore do not need to discuss
absorption, which could be conveniently incorporated in
the theory by the substitution ω 7→ ω + i/τa both in (20)
and in (39).
In the present context of atoms in optical potentials,
we consider that the main source of decoherence for the
atom dynamics is the spontaneous emission of photons
from the speckle field [8,9]. These spontaneous emission
processes occur at a rate
1
τφ
=
V Γ
~|δ| (49)
where Γ is the natural linewidth of the excited atomic
state and δ is the detuning with respect to the atomic
transition frequency.
If the average time between successive spontaneous
emission events is of the order of—or even shorter than—
the Boltzmann transport time, τφ . τB, then this intense
dephasing will be shown below to result in purely classical
transport already discussed in section 3. If on the contrary
τφ ≫ τB, then the regime of coherent diffusive transport
is reached. Since τφ/τB scales as V |δ|/Γ , this can be al-
ways achieved at constant potential height provided the
detuning |δ|/Γ is sufficiently large.
5.2 Weak localization and residual diffusion
After the replacement ω → ω + i/τφ in the self-consistent
implicit equation (42), we can now discuss its solution
along the lines of section 4.2. Let us consider the station-
ary limit ω → 0. The stationary diffusion constant solves
now the self-consistent equation
D(k)
DB(k)
= 1− 1
πkℓB
log
[
1 +
τφD(k)
τBDB(k)
]
. (50)
In the case of intense dephasing τφ . τB, we get
D → DB, a result easy to understand: coherent effects
are scrambled at such a high rate that Boltzmann diffu-
sion is never affected by interference. The dynamics thus
stays entirely classical, and the results of section 3 apply.
Of course, the random momentum recoil transferred to
the atoms by rapid spontaneous emission of photons in-
duces already an atomic diffusion by itself [33], but here
we assume that this effect is negligible compared to the
disorder-induced diffusion under study.
More interesting is now the regime of phase-coherent
transport τφ ≫ τB. As in section 4.2, the short-time
dynamics ωτB ∼ 1 is again dominated by the classical
Boltzmann diffusion. However, the limit ω → 0 does not
lead anymore to strong localization in the strict sense.
Instead, in the stationary limit, the residual dynamics
stays diffusive. In the case of moderate dephasing, i.e.
τφ ≪ τloc = ξ2loc/DB, from (50) one finds the weak-
localization correction to the diffusion constant in the form
DWL(k) = DB(k)− ~
2πm
ln
(
1 +
τφ
τB
)
. (51)
In the last case of very weak dephasing, τφ ≫ τloc, the
residual diffusion constant is
D(k) ≈ ξ
2
loc(k)
τφ
= DB(k)
τloc(k)
τφ
. (52)
We can picture this regime by saying that coherent effects
tend to localize the particle but phase-breaking mecha-
nisms impose a residual slow diffusion with D ≪ DB:
the particle propagates coherently over a relatively long
time and thus localizes in time τloc on a scale ξloc until a
phase-breaking event occurs (typically every τφ), resetting
the diffusive Boltzmann dynamics followed by localization
after another τloc, etc.
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Fig. 4. Solid lines: diffusion constant D/DB given by eq. (50)
as a function of kζ for increasing disorder strength (from left
to right) η =0.05 (green), 0.1 (red), 0.2 (black). Decoherence is
driven here by spontaneous emission induced by the light-shift
speckle field itself, cf. [8,9]. The speckle detuning is chosen
at δ = 3.29 × 107Γ , where Γ is the width of the atomic ex-
cited state, realizing highly phase-coherent propagation with
τφ/τB ∼ 10
7. The crossover from weak localization at high k
to residual diffusion at small k is rather sharp. Dashed curves:
corresponding plots of the ratio DWL/DB as given by (51). The
localization onset at kc whereDWL = 0 gives a reasonably good
approximation to the crossover.
5.3 Localization onset in presence of dephasing
Let us now examine more closely the crossover from weak
to strong localization as a function of relevant parame-
ters. Figure 4 shows a plot of D/DB solving (50) (to-
gether with the weak localization prediction (51)) as a
function of kζ for different values of disorder strength η.
The laser detuning from the atomic resonance is held fixed
at δ = 3.29×107Γ . For kζ < 1, the low-energy limit (28a)
then permits to estimate the effective dephasing rate as
τφ/τB = 2πη|δ|/Γ , which varies slightly with η from curve
to curve but is exceedingly large (of the order of 107) in
all cases.
Clearly, the curves show a sharp crossover between the
weak localization regime at large momentum and resid-
ual diffusion at small momentum. The crossover between
these two regimes can be conveniently defined through the
condition τφ = τloc. Recasting the weak-localization cor-
rections (51) in the form
DWL
DB
=
1
πkℓB
ln
(
τB + τloc
τB + τφ
)
, (53)
one immediately sees that the crossover condition τφ =
τloc is reached at the point where the weakly localized
diffusion constant would vanish: DWL = 0.
Solving for this condition defines an effective mobility
edge kc in momentum space as a function of the disorder
parameters such as its strength η = V/Eζ . Figure 5 shows
a numerical plot of kc as a function of η as obtained for
the 2D speckle correlator (3) in the case of spontaneous
emission at detuning δ = 3.29× 107Γ . At low energy, one
can use (28a) to obtain:
kcζ = 2η
√
ln (1 + 2πη|δ|/Γ ), (kζ ≪ 1). (54)
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Fig. 5. Critical wavenumber kcζ (defining the effective onset
of strong localization) as a function of the disorder strength η
in the optical speckle field with correlation (3) and detuning
δ = 3.29 × 107Γ . The dashed line is the low-energy behaviour
(54).
This low-energy asymptotics is also shown in figure 5. Note
that the weak-disorder condition η ≪ kcζ is well satisfied
for η ≪ 1.
From a practical point of view, one can thus say that an
effective strong localization regime is reached when only
residual diffusion withD ≪ DB takes place. Consequently,
one can earmark all momentum states with k < kc as
“localized” and all states with k > kc as “extended”. The
localized fraction of atoms in this sense is
ploc =
∫
k≤kc
dk
(2π)d
π0(k) = β
2(2− β2) (55)
where β = min(1, kc/kmax). Not surprisingly, localizing a
large fraction of atoms requires that almost all momenta
present in the initial distribution are below the effective
mobility edge.
6 Finite-size systems
The impact of long diffusion loops is also limited by spa-
tial boundaries in finite-size systems. As justified in [34], a
correct way to deal with finite-size systems is to introduce
a space-dependent renormalized diffusion constant. A de-
tailed calculation also requires to know which boundary
conditions are imposed at the edges of the system. Obvi-
ously, periodic or fixed boundary conditions (Dirichlet or
Neumann) impose a discrete energy spectrum while open
boundary conditions give a continuous spectrum and thus
the impossibility of true localization (in the strict mathe-
matical sense) at infinite time, because of leakage at the
edges.
A much simpler recipe is the replacement q2 → q2 +
1/L2 in the integrand of the return probability (40) (an
equivalent alternative is to use 1/L as an infrared cut-
off for the q-integral), thereby suppressing the contribu-
tion of long loops. Without a precise prescription of what
happens at the boundaries (absorption, reflection with a
phase shift, periodic boundary conditions, etc.), this is
the simplest approach. As we will see in the following, it
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leads nevertheless to physically reasonable results in the
localized regime. Of course, the system size must not be
too small for diffusion to take place, and one should have
L≫ ℓB.
In order to implement this simple approach, one may
still work with the complex-frequency method used in the
previous section and use the formal prescription ω →
ω + i/τL with τL = L
2/D, a form which is sugges-
tive of the average time it would take an atom with ef-
fective diffusion constant D(ω, k) to reach the bound-
ary. This cutoff time is obtained from the Thouless time
τTh = L
2/DB if one replaces the bare diffusion constant
DB by the self-consistently renormalized D. Note that al-
though τL = L
2/D formally acquires an imaginary part if
D(ω, k) does, the replacement in (40) still provides a real
momentum replacement q2 → q2 + 1/L2 because D(ω, k)
is divided out.
In principle, one should also use the (non-self-
consistent) replacement ω → ω + i/τTh in the intensity
propagator (20). Like uniform absorption, this leakage
would lead to a global exponential damping of the prob-
ability density, also known as the fundamental Holstein
mode of the system [35]. In the localized regime where
the system size is larger than the bulk localization length,
L ≫ ξloc(k), this damping (whose precise effect would
again depend on the boundary conditions) is expected to
be small and can be neglected.
6.1 Onset of localization in a finite-size system
We now briefly discuss the case of a finite-size system
in the absence of dephasing mechanisms (τφ → ∞). Us-
ing the finite-size replacement ω → ω + i/τL in the self-
consistent equation (42) one determines the stationary dif-
fusion constant in the limit ω → 0, which turns out to be
a non-zero real quantity when ξloc(k) > L :
D(k) =
~
2πm
ln
[
ℓ2B(k) + ξ
2
loc(k)
ℓ2B(k) + L
2
]
. (56)
As this is precisely the regime where boundary conditions
must be carefully specified, this result must be taken with
a grain of salt, and only gives an indication of how much
the classical transport is slowed down by interference ef-
fects.
The situation is more interesting below the critical mo-
mentum kc defined by the condition ξloc(kc) = L. There,
the stationary diffusion constant vanishes, implying local-
ization, and the asymptotic low-frequency behaviour is:
D(ω, k) ≈ −iωξ′2loc(k). (57)
with a modified localization length [9]:
1
ξ′2loc(k)
=
1
ξ2loc(k)
− 1
L2
. (58)
This expression says that cutting off very long loops in
a finite system slightly increases the localization length.
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Fig. 6. Reduced diffusion constant D(k)/DB(k) as a func-
tion of reduced atomic wave number kζ for increasing disorder
strength (from left to right) η =0.05 (green), 0.1 (red), 0.2
(black). Dashed line: only the finite size L = 4 mm of the sys-
tem is taken into account. The onset of localization with van-
ishing D happens when the localization length of the infinite
system equals the system size. Solid line: when dephasing ef-
fects such as spontaneous emission (detuning δ = 3.29×107Γ )
are taken into account, the transition is smoothed.
Note that this correction is algebraic in L/ξloc while ab-
sorption at the boundary is expected to be exponentially
small. Les us repeat that this simple approach is valid
only if the system size is larger than the bulk localization
length. When this condition is violated, a space-dependent
diffusion constant and proper boundary conditions must
be considered.
6.2 Localization in a finite-size system with dephasing
We account for the possibility of transport occuring in-
side a finite domain while suffering from dephasing by
summing the respective rates, τ−10 = τ
−1
L + τ
−1
φ , a pre-
scription reminiscent of the Matthiessen rule [20]. If one
prefers to reason in terms of length scales, one may de-
fine the effective (complex) phase-coherence length ℓφ =√
Dτφ and use L
−1
0 = [L
−2 + ℓ−2φ ]
1/2 as momentum cut-
off through q2 → q2 + L−20 . Since the complex diffu-
sion constant is divided out, note again that this pre-
scription is just equivalent to use real cutoffs through
−iω +Dq2 → −iω + τ−1φ +D(q2 + L−2).
If both finite size and dephasing are taken into account,
there is no strict onset for localization, but, as in the sit-
uation with pure dephasing, an effective threshold below
which residual diffusion is tiny, D ≪ DB. Figure 6 shows
the ratio of the diffusion constant—obtained by solving
the self-consistent equation (42)—to the Boltzmann diffu-
sion constant, when the finite size of the system is taken
into account, and when dephasing effects are included.
Comparison with fig. 4 shows that the effect of the finite
system size in this case is rather small.
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Fig. 7. Solid curves: ratio of momentum-averaged diffusion
constants D/DB as a function of kmaxζ of an expanding
BEC with momentum distribution (25) for increasing disor-
der strength (from left to right) η = 0.05 (green), 0.1 (red), 0.2
(black). The speckle correlation function is given by (3), the
detuning has been fixed to δ = 3.29 × 107 Γ . Dashed curves:
DWL/DB obtained from the weak-localization prescription (51)
and (59).
7 Localization in experiments
7.1 Effect of the initial momentum distribution
Knowing the diffusion constant D(k) for each momentum
k, the average diffusion constant (22) can be computed by
integration over the Thomas-Fermi momentum distribu-
tion (25) of an expanding BEC. One can use either the
self-consistent diffusion constant D(k) or its approxima-
tion in the weak localization regime DWL(k). In the latter
case, the integral must be cut below kc in order to avoid
counting an unphysical negative DWL:
DWL =
∫
k>kc
dk
(2π)d
π0(k)DWL(k). (59)
Fig. 7 shows the ratio D/DB as a function of kmaxζ for
different values of η and the 2D speckle correlation (3). A
value of D/DB close to 1 means that quantum corrections
to transport are difficult to observe. Conversely they be-
come very strong when this value approaches zero. Atoms
are then practically completely localized. The threshold in
k to observe localization increases with η, or equivalently,
with kc. We find again the criterion kmax ∼ kc to observe
“strong localization” rather unambiguously.
In [13], a Gaussian initial wavepacket is discussed in-
stead of a Thomas-Fermi distribution, leading to a Gaus-
sian momentum distribution centered at k = 0 with dis-
persion ∆k. Fig. 8 gives our results for the ratio D/DB as
a function of ∆kζ for different values of η. Compared to
Fig. 7, there are no qualitative changes and no big quan-
titative changes. Hence the conclusions keep the same.
7.2 Experimental realizability
In order to estimate the orders of magnitude expected
for a realistic 2D experiment, we will use the various
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Fig. 8. Same as in figure 7, but for a Gaussian momentum
distribution with dispersion ∆k.
experimental parameters of the quasi-1D Orsay experi-
ment [5]. There, a BEC condensate of Rb87 atoms (m ≈
1.44 10−25 kg) is produced with a healing length ξ ≈
0.40µm. The condensate evolves in an optical speckle with
correlation length ζ ≈ 0.26µm such that kmaxζ = ζ/ξ ≈
0.65. The optical speckle size L ≈ 4mm is far-detuned
from the Rb transition frequency by δ/Γ ≈ 3.29 × 107.
The speckle fluctuation strength can be adjusted by vary-
ing the laser power, up to η ≈ 0.046. For reasons explained
below, we performed calculations for η = 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2.
Since η/kmaxζ is then at most 0.3 (and therefore suffi-
ciently less than 1), we can use the weak-disorder results,
keeping in mind that exact numerical values can differ
from the ones computed in lowest-order perturbation the-
ory.
Compared to the 1D situation, the main difficulty in
2D is to reach a sufficiently short transport mean free path
ℓB. Indeed, the exponential dependence of the localization
length ξloc with ℓB—see eq. (44)—implies that kℓB must
not be much larger than unity, so that kξloc itself can be at
most of the order of few hundreds or thousands, meaning
ξloc smaller or comparable to 1 mm. Then, the Boltzmann
diffusion constant, eq. (26), will be of the order of a few
~/m, that is a few 10−9m2s−1. As the lifetime of an ultra-
cold atomic gas is typically limited to a few seconds, it
is clear that the maximum diffusive expansion of the gas
will be limited to a few hundred µm. This in turn implies
that localization by interference effects will be observed
only if the localization length is decreased to a sufficiently
small value, of the order of a fraction of a mm. This is
very different from the 1D situation, where localization
can be observed even for a large transport mean free path
(between 50µm and 2mm in [5]) and a large Boltzmann
diffusion constant. A fortunate consequence is that the size
of the speckle optical potential can be limited to a fraction
of mm, making it possible to focus the laser power on a
smaller area, such that values of η up to 0.2 should be
reachable.
With these parameter values, the effective mobility
edge is predicted to be at kcζ ≈ 0.345, 0.571 and 0.818
for η = 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2, respectively. We thus predict
that about 48%, 95% and 100% of the atoms will be lo-
calized, respectively. Evidence of the 2D localized regime
should thus be easily observable.
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With η = 0.2, the maximum localization length (for
atoms with k = kmax) is about 48µm, and the localiza-
tion time around 2.6 s. Loss of coherence by spontaneous
emission shoud occur at a very small rate, of the order of
τ−1φ ≈ 6.7 × 10−5s−1, leading to a tiny residual diffusion
constant, of the order of 10−4 times the Boltzmann dif-
fusion constant. These very favorable numbers are due to
the choice of a far off-resonance laser beam to create the
optical potential. A different technical choice for the laser
beam could of course lead to a different situation.
In conclusion, these estimates show that strong local-
ization of matter waves in 2D speckle potentials is within
experimental reach.
8 Conclusion
We have studied quantum diffusion of matter waves prop-
agating in 2D optical speckle potentials within the frame-
work of a self-consistent localization theory. We have con-
sistently incorporated the effect of dephasing mechanisms
and system boundaries. We have calculated the average
probability density p(r, t) of matter waves propagating in
a disordered potential for any initial Wigner phase-space
distribution. This quantity allows to calculate the variance
of the expanding cloud. We have shown that dephasing
processes prevent true localization from taking place and
induce a residual diffusion in the long-time limit. In certain
regimes of parameters, the resulting stationary diffusion
constant is so small that, for all practical purposes, one
can define a localization onset by the momentum where
the bulk weakly localized diffusion constant vanishes. This
mobility edge then separates “localized” states from “ex-
tended” ones, allowing for a practical definition of the lo-
calized fraction of atoms. These quantities serve as exper-
imental parameters to study weak and strong localization
from a practical point of view.
We have specialized our results to the case of an inter-
action-driven BEC expanding in the presence of the disor-
dered optical potential and to the case of a Gaussian mo-
mentum distribution. In any case strong localization can
only be achieved for cold enough atoms. Taking state-of-
the-art figures we have shown that Anderson localization
of matter waves in 2D optical speckle potentials should be
observable in near-future experiments.
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